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Abstract

Legal fairness is one of the most important001
principles pursued by modern legal systems.002
Unfortunately, unfairness may be inevitably in-003
troduced in real-world cases due to both ob-004
jective and subjective uncertainty, such as am-005
biguity in the law or practical bias in judg-006
ments. Existing works for fairness analysis007
mainly rely on labor-intensive element anno-008
tation for cases, which suffer from limited gen-009
eralization ability. To address this issue, we010
propose to utilize large-scale textual data to011
perform quantitative legal fairness analysis via012
our Causal-based Legal Fairness Measuring013
Framework (CaLF). To verify its effectiveness,014
we construct a legal-fairness dataset, and ex-015
perimental results show that CaLF can accu-016
rately characterize the unfairness. Further, we017
adopt CaLF on a large-scale real-world dataset018
and come to several interesting experimental019
observations from the perspective of gender,020
age, and region.021

1 Introduction022

Legal fairness is the principle that each individual023

is supposed to be treated equally before the law024

without discrimination, and it is regarded as an es-025

sential element of advanced law systems (Browne026

et al., 2001). Nevertheless, it is hard to achieve027

absolute fairness in the real world, and unfair judg-028

ments are sometimes inevitable in reality (Arvey,029

1979; Hammond, 1996). Table 1 shows an example030

of different judgments between two similar cases031

in the real world. If no reasonable justifications032

present, such judgment undoubtedly undermines033

the principle of fairness, whether it results from034

subjective or objective uncertainty. Therefore, it is035

crucial to measure the judgment differences caused036

by specific factors (e.g., region, gender), which037

may uncover legal unfairness and can help regulate038

the judicial practice and prevent unfair judgments.039

Legal fairness analysis has been studied for040

decades (Douglas, 1949; Sheppard, 1985; Hoff,041

Case A: Alice stole a diamond ring worth 35, 000 RMB
from her friend. After arrested, Alice returned the stolen
goods. Other circumstances of the defendant include
confession and obtaining forgiveness.
Prison Term: 1 year 2 months (suspended for 2 years).
Alice: Female, age 20, from Region A.

Case B: Bob secretly stole an car (valued at 35, 000 RMB)
from his ex-girlfriend and sold it. The stolen property
was recovered and returned to the victim. The defendant
confessed to the crime.
Prison Term: 4 years 5 months.
Bob: Male, age 39, from Region B.

Table 1: An example of different judgments between
two similar theft cases in the real world. Crucial legal
elements are denoted with underlines. Case details can
be found in Appendix F.

1994; Reamer, 2005; Valvoda et al., 2021; Wang 042

et al., 2021). Some quantitative studies attempt to 043

use statistical methods to perform correlation anal- 044

ysis (Grogger and Ridgeway, 2006; Fryer Jr, 2019; 045

Johnson et al., 2019), which cannot capture compre- 046

hensive information from complex factors and thus 047

suffer from spurious correlation problem. To tackle 048

this problem, causal inference is introduced to con- 049

duct causal effect analysis (Pierson et al., 2020; 050

Gaebler et al., 2020; Knox et al., 2020). However, 051

these works require to represent the cases with 052

a few structured elements. Compared with origi- 053

nal legal documents, the elemental representations 054

need time-consuming and labor-intensive annota- 055

tions. Thus, these methods are extremely restricted 056

with generalization in the large-scale real-world 057

analysis. Therefore, in this work, we aim to utilize 058

large-scale legal documents to measure the unfair- 059

ness, i.e., the causal effect on the judgment result. 060

However, the task is non-trivial, and there exist 061

two crucial challenges: (1) Case Representation: 062

Regarding the given textual legal cases, how to 063

effectively generate expressive case representations 064

for downstream analysis is a challenge. (2) Causal 065

Effect Estimation: Legal judgments are usually 066

influenced by various factors. How to estimate the 067

causal effect between the factors and the judgment 068
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result is another challenge.069

To address these issues, we propose a simple070

and effective Causal-based Legal Fairness Measur-071

ing Framework (CaLF), which uses neural models072

to extract expressive text representation, and then073

adopt a re-weighting causal model, inverse propen-074

sity weighting (IPW) (Rosenbaum, 1987; Rosen-075

baum and Rubin, 1983), to estimate the causal076

effect. Specifically, we first normalize the case077

distribution across groups by assigning each case078

a weight calculated by neural models. Then we079

measure the unfairness as the difference between080

the weighted average judgment result of different081

groups. Taking gender as an example, if males082

often commit more serious crimes than females083

and thus receive heavier sentences, we adopt re-084

weighting to balance the proportion of serious cases085

for the two genders, and the average judgment re-086

sults can be compared for analysis.087

Notably, CaLF can be applied to analyze the088

outcome of various judicial processes, including089

arrest, conviction, and sentencing, etc. In this paper,090

we choose the term of penalty (i.e., the outcome of091

the sentencing process) as our target for analysis,092

since it is the main punishment for offenders.093

To verify the effectiveness of CaLF, we construct094

the first legal treatment effect estimation dataset,095

LegalTrEE. We annotate each case with factual le-096

gal elements and use a matching algorithm based097

on elemental trial (Cohen, 1982; Tadros and Tier-098

ney, 2004; Quintard-Morénas, 2010; Zhang, 2010)099

to get the counterfactual outcomes. Experimental100

results on LegalTrEE prove that CaLF can more101

accurately estimate causal effect than other models.102

Furthermore, we adopt CaLF on the large-scale103

legal dataset from China, CAIL2018 (Xiao et al.,104

2018), to conduct the real-world legal fairness anal-105

ysis. The experiment covers the perspective of age,106

gender, and region, while we also focus on 5 typ-107

ical charges. From the result, we find CaLF can108

detect some noteworthy biases. The young tend to109

be sentenced to 0.8 months shorter than others on110

average, perhaps because of leniency towards stu-111

dents. Criminals in regions with high crime rates112

tend to be sentenced to 4.4 months longer than ones113

in regions with low crime rates, reflecting the tradi-114

tional Chinese concept of “governing the country115

with severe law during trouble times”.116

To summarize, we make several noteworthy con-117

tributions in this paper:1118

1We will release our code and dataset once accepted.

(1) We design a framework, CaLF, which utilizes 119

large-scale legal documents for fairness analysis. 120

Compared with previous works, CaLF has better 121

applicability and performance. 122

(2) We build the first legal-domain treatment 123

effect estimation dataset, LegalTrEE, on which we 124

conduct comprehensive experiments to prove the 125

reliability of CaLF. 126

(3) We perform fairness analysis on large-scale 127

real-world court decision data from the perspective 128

of age, gender, and regional equality. 129

We hope our approach and analysis can provide 130

legal researchers or judicial practitioners a macro 131

perspective on fairness, and thus promote related 132

works and judicial equality around the world. 133

2 Related Work 134

2.1 Legal Fairness Analysis 135

Most of the current works on legal fairness are from 136

a case-by-case or microcosmic perspective (Dou- 137

glas, 1949; Sheppard, 1985; Tyler, 1988; Browne 138

et al., 2001; Reamer, 2005; Hoff, 1994). Recently, 139

many researchers attempt to analyze legal fair- 140

ness quantitatively with statistical methods, such 141

as correlation and regression analysis (Grogger and 142

Ridgeway, 2006; Fryer Jr, 2019; Johnson et al., 143

2019), which cannot capture information from com- 144

plex factors and suffer from spurious correlation 145

problem. To tackle this issue, some researchers 146

utilize the causal inference theory (Pierson et al., 147

2020; Gaebler et al., 2020; Knox et al., 2020). How- 148

ever, these works simplify the cases’ facts to a few 149

structured elements, which need high-cost anno- 150

tation. Besides, Wang et al. (2021) attempt to an- 151

alyze legal fairness from large-scale textual data, 152

but the method is limited by the unsatisfactory per- 153

formance of sentencing prediction models (Zhong 154

et al., 2020b). These existing methods are restricted 155

with generalization in practice. 156

2.2 Treatment Effect Estimation 157

Treatment effect estimation aims to evaluate the 158

causal effect of a given treatment on the out- 159

come (Yao et al., 2020). Previous works mainly use 160

elementary vectors as covariates, so they cannot be 161

applied to our textual study (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 162

1983; Rosenbaum, 1987; Rosenbaum and Rubin, 163

1985; Nie and Wager, 2017). In recent years, many 164

researchers start to employ neural networks for text- 165

oriented treatment effect estimation (Keith et al., 166

2020; Pham and Shen, 2017; Veitch et al., 2019). 167
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However, these works rely on the counterfactual168

outcome prediction, which is greatly challenging,169

especially in the legal domain. Due to the unsatis-170

factory performance of existing prison term predic-171

tion models, introducing outcome prediction in our172

task will bring bias to the results.173

2.3 Legal AI174

Legal AI focuses on applying artificial intelligence175

technology to help legal tasks (Zhong et al., 2020b).176

In recent years, with the development of deep177

learning, many researchers introduce natural lan-178

guage processing (NLP) technology to Legal AI179

and achieve remarkable progress on many tasks,180

such as legal judgment prediction (Chen et al.,181

2019; Zhong et al., 2020a; He et al., 2019), sim-182

ilar case matching (Tran et al., 2019; Xiao et al.,183

2019), legal information extraction (Chen et al.,184

2020; Shen et al., 2020), and jurisprudential per-185

spectives verification (Valvoda et al., 2021). How-186

ever, few works attempt to employ advanced NLP187

technologies to analyze legal fairness.188

3 Methodology189

In this section, we first describe notations and190

the problem formulation of legal fairness, and191

then introduce the proposed Causal-based Legal192

Fairness Measuring Framework (CaLF). Notably,193

since prison term is the main punishment for crim-194

inals, we select prison term as the analysis target.195

Our approach can be transferred to the analysis of196

other judicial processes, which is left for future197

work due to the limitation of accessible data.198

3.1 Notations199

We formalize the problem as a treatment effect200

estimation task. We use the triplet (X,Y, T ) to201

represent a case:202

Covariate (background) X . In causal infer-203

ence theory, covariate X is the background infor-204

mation of each sample. In our problem, the co-205

variate X = (w1, w2, . . . , wl) ∈ Rl represents the206

case’s factual information in plain text, where l de-207

notes the text length and wi denotes the i-th token.208

Outcome Y . We let the outcome Y ∈ R to209

denote the judgment result. To better quantifica-210

tionally measure the unfairness, we take the prison211

term (unit: month) as the judgment result in this212

paper, so we have Y ≥ 0. In practice, the outcome213

can also indicate other judgment results, such as214

fine, charged rate, etc.215

ATEIPW

Average
Treatment

Effect

Casen

𝑋

Neural Model

1

Pr(𝑇|𝑋)

Textual Fact

𝑋

Prison Term

𝑌

Treatment

𝑇

±1

Re-weight

Case1

Re-weight

Balance the distribution of Covariate between two groups.
𝑋

Treatment 
Group

Control 
Group

Calibration

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of CaLF. We employ
IPW to estimate ATE and use a neural model to esti-
mate the propensity score.

Treatment T . The treatment T ∈ {0, 1} is the 216

potential unfair factor we study. In this paper, we 217

take age (≤ 28 or > 28), gender (male or female), 218

and region (south or north, GDP high or low, etc.) 219

as T to detect the unfairness. In this way, samples 220

are divided into two groups, the treatment group 221

(T = 1) and the control group (T = 0). 222

Our goal is to estimate the average treatment 223

effect (ATE): 224

ATE = E [Y (T = 1)− Y (T = 0)] , (1) 225

representing the measured value of unfairness. In- 226

tuitively, it indicates how many months samples in 227

the treatment group are expected to be sentenced 228

more than samples in the control group, on average. 229

For example, if we take gender as the treatment 230

and set T = 1 for male defendants’ cases while 231

T = 0 for females’, the ATE can be interpreted as 232

the average term that men are sentenced to more 233

than women if the criminal acts are the same. 234

3.2 CaLF 235

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of CaLF. 236

The main idea of CaLF is to balance the data distri- 237

bution between the treatment group and the control 238

group via sample re-weighting. On this basis, ATE 239

is calculated as the difference between the weighted 240

mean prison term of the two groups. 241

Specifically, we utilize neural models to estimate 242

each case’s propensity score, i.e., the inverse case 243

weight, from textual data and employ the inverse 244

propensity weighting (IPW) method to estimate 245

ATE. In the following sections, we will introduce 246

the IPW and how to estimate the propensity score. 247

Inverse Propensity Weighting 248

The critical challenge in treatment effect estimation 249

is that data distribution differs from groups, so we 250
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Group # Cases Average
# Chars # Words Y factual Y c-factual Treatment Effect

All 3,086 492.43 277.58 4.981 4.935 0.956
Female (T = 0) Cases 1,580 476.80 269.32 3.892 4.780 0.889
Male (T = 1) Cases 1,506 508.83 286.23 6.124 5.097 1.027

Table 2: Statistics of LegalTrEE. Here Y factual = Y (T = t) represents the factual outcome, that is, the factual
judgment of the case in the real world. Y c-factual = Y (T = 1− t) represents the counterfactual outcome that we
matched following elemental trial-based matching algorithm. The unit for Y factual, Y c-factual, and ATE is month.

cannot simply compare the two groups’ mean val-251

ues. Inverse propensity weighting (IPW) (Rosen-252

baum, 1987; Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) use re-253

weighting to balance the data distribution between254

groups and thus to get accurate measured value.255

As the gender example in the introduction, fair-256

ness does not mean having identical average sen-257

tences for men and women. If a case is likely to be258

in the male group but actually in the female group,259

IPW will adjust its weighting upwards to balance260

the bulk of similar male cases. More generally, the261

more abnormal the factual treatment is, the more262

the case weights. Specifically, the re-weight for263

each sample (x, y, t) is the inverse of the condi-264

tional probability Pr (T = t|X = x). Finally, the265

ATE is estimated as the weighted mean prison term.266

Formally, we are to estimate the ATE given an es-267

timating dataset Ce =
{(
x(i), y(i), t(i)

)}|Ce|
i=1

. Fol-268

lowing previous works, treatment effect estimation269

relies on the two assumptions. One is unconfound-270

edness, which means legal documents contain suf-271

ficient information:272

T⊥⊥Y (T = 0) , Y (T = 1) |X. (2)273

The other is overlap, which means no case defi-274

nitely belongs to a specific group:275

0 < Pr (T = 1|X) < 1. (3)276

In practice, both two assumptions can be sat-277

isfied for fairness analysis, when we employ the278

factual description as the covariate and the prison279

term as the outcome. Based on the two assump-280

tions, we can employ inverse propensity weighting281

to estimate the ATE as:282

ATEIPW =
1

|Ce|

|Ce|∑
i=1

y(i)
(

t(i)

e (x(i))
− 1− t(i)

1− e (x(i))

)
.

(4)283

Here e (x) represents the propensity score (Rosen-284

baum and Rubin, 1983), defined as the conditional285

probability of treatment given covariates:286

e (x) = Pr (T = 1|X = x) . (5)287

Estimating Propensity Score 288

Following Equation 4, we can estimate the ATE 289

with propensity score. In this paper, since we are to 290

encode plain-text legal documents, we employ neu- 291

ral models to estimate propensity scores. For pre- 292

vious works in the field of causal inference, topic 293

models and word counts are widely adopted to deal 294

with texts. However, these methods will lose much 295

of the complex semantic information in legal docu- 296

ments and thus are not suitable for our work. 297

Specifically, we formalize the task as a binary 298

classification problem. We train the model predict- 299

ing treatment T with the covariate X as input, and 300

the propensity score e (X) represents the output 301

probability of T = 1. 302

In practice, we can employ BERT (Devlin et al., 303

2019) or any other NLP models to get text encod- 304

ing, and then we use a linear layer and a softmax 305

layer to predict the propensity score e (x) = t̂. Be- 306

sides, for training, we employ the cross-entropy 307

loss function to optimize the model. 308

Neural networks suffer from the overconfidence 309

issue, which means the model-predicted propen- 310

sity scores are too close to 0 or 1 and are not the 311

probability of maximum likelihood (Guo et al., 312

2017). Therefore, we employ calibration meth- 313

ods to adjusted the predicted propensity score 314

eadj (x) = Calib (e (x)). In this paper, we utilize 315

temperature scaling (Hinton et al., 2015; Guo et al., 316

2017) to adjust the propensity score predicted by 317

neural models. The main idea of temperature scal- 318

ing is to train a single parameter to scale the hidden 319

layer value of the neural model, thus adjusting the 320

scale of the predicted probability. Please refer to 321

Appendix D.1 for its detailed description. 322

There is another challenge for the neural net- 323

work. As the sample numbers of T = 0 and T = 1 324

are usually unbalanced, neural models will overfit 325

to the label with more samples, and the estimation 326

of propensity score and ATE will be seriously af- 327

fected. To resolve this problem, we balance the 328

number of positive (T = 1) and negative (T = 0) 329

samples by undersampling to make the model esti- 330
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(what if the defendant is female?)

Manual Annotate

Elemental

Fact

Textual Fact (𝑿): Bob stole 4,000 yuan… Bob’s actions 

were classified as burglary… Bob surrendered…Original

Data

Gender (𝑻): 1 (Male) Prison Term (𝒀): 𝒂 months

Match based on Elemental Fact

Textual Fact (𝑿): Alice …

Matched

Case

Gender (𝑻): 0 (Female) Prison Term (𝒀): 𝒃 months

Get the Ground Truth Treatment Effect

Stolen Money Burglary Surrender …

4,000 Yes Yes …

Stolen Money Burglary Surrender …

4,005 Yes Yes …

𝑌factual = 𝒂 𝑌c−factual = 𝑌matched = 𝒃

Treatment Effect = 𝑌factual − 𝑌c−factual = 𝒂 − 𝒃

Result

Figure 2: The schematic diagram of the construction
of LegalTrEE. This is an example for one specific case,
and all cases are processed following these steps.

mate the propensity score more accurately.331

4 Dataset: LegalTrEE332

To evaluate the effectiveness of CaLF and baselines,333

we construct the first legal causal dataset, Legal334

Treatment Effect Estimation Dataset (LegalTrEE).335

Based on the elemental trial theory, we manually336

annotate the legal elements of each case and match337

cases with similar elements in two groups. Then av-338

erage judgment differences between matched cases339

can be regarded as the ground-truth ATE (i.e., the340

unfairness), and thus we can compare the model-341

estimated ATE with the ground-truth ATE to simply342

get the model error. Figure 2 shows a schematic343

diagram of the construction of LegalTrEE.344

We focus on China for analysis in this pa-345

per. The Supreme People’s Court of China has346

published a large-scale legal document dataset,347

CAIL2018 (Xiao et al., 2018), which is currently348

one of the largest legal datasets and consists of mil-349

lions of cases. It provides great data support for350

our work. Moreover, China has a large population351

and a vast territory, so there exist many complex352

factors (e.g., race, region) that may cause unfair-353

ness. Therefore, judicial unfairness in the Chinese354

legal system is worthy to explore. Therefore, we355

construct LegalTrEE based on CAIL2018 to verify356

the effectiveness of CaLF. Notably, the CAIL2018357

dataset is also used for our large-scale analysis.358

Theft is the charge we focus on in LegalTrEE be-359

cause it has the most cases in the CAIL2018 dataset.360

We select only one charge because involving mul-361

tiple charges in the dataset require too many legal 362

elements to be considered and annotated. Gender 363

is the treatment we focus on in LegalTrEE because 364

it is one of the most talked-about forms of discrim- 365

ination. We define T = 1 to represent the defender 366

in the case is male, and T = 0 for female. 367

To build a treatment effect estimation dataset, 368

how to get the counterfactual outcome (i.e., 369

Y (T = 1 − t)) is a challenge because it is of- 370

ten non-observable. Existing works mainly use 371

domain-specific knowledge to build semi-synthetic 372

datasets (Yao et al., 2020). In this paper, the coun- 373

terfactual outcome denotes what the judgment will 374

be if the treatment is reversed and the covariate 375

remains. According to elemental trial theory in 376

the legal domain (Tadros and Tierney, 2004; Co- 377

hen, 1982; Quintard-Morénas, 2010; Zhang, 2010), 378

judgments must be solely based on crucial legal 379

elements from the case fact. Therefore, the case in 380

which the treatment is reversed and the elements are 381

close enough can represent the counterfactual out- 382

come. On this basis, we use matching to find such 383

cases to build the complete LegalTrEE dataset. 384

Referring to the relevant articles and legal profes- 385

sionals, we enumerate 16 essential legal elements 386

for theft cases’ sentencing. Then we pick thou- 387

sands of theft cases from the CAIL2018 dataset 388

and annotate them with these elements. We use 389

a matching algorithm based on elemental trial to 390

obtain these cases’ counterfactual outcomes, i.e., 391

Y c-factual = Y (T = 1− t). Briefly, we match 392

cases where the value of the stolen property is close 393

and other elements are identical. Please refer to 394

Appendix A for more details of the legal elements 395

and the matching algorithm. 396

Removing atypical cases that cannot be matched, 397

we finally obtain our LegalTrEE dataset with 3, 086 398

cases, of which 1, 580 are female cases (T = 0), 399

and 1, 506 are male cases (T = 1). The statistics 400

are shown in Table 2. From the table, we find males’ 401

average prison term (6.124 months) is longer than 402

females’ (3.892 months). However, there is an ATE 403

of 0.956 months, which means that males expect to 404

be sentenced to 0.956 months longer than females 405

in the same criminal background. 406

Moreover, to check the accuracy of the matching 407

scheme, we randomly sample 100 pairs of matched 408

cases from LegalTrEE and invite legal profession- 409

als to help evaluate their similarity. Specifically, 410

we define 4 levels of similarity and ask legal profes- 411

sionals to grade these case pairs. The result shows 412
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that 100% of the pairs achieve level 3 similarity413

(similar), and 81% of the pairs achieve level 4 (al-414

most identical). This result proves the effectiveness415

and the reliability of the element design, the anno-416

tation, and the matching algorithm. Please refer to417

Appendix A.4 for more details.418

5 Experiments on LegalTrEE419

In this part, we test the performance of CaLF and420

the baseline methods on LegalTrEE.421

5.1 Experimental Settings422

In this section, we first take the textual case descrip-423

tion as X , the prison term as Y , and the gender as424

treatment T to estimate ATE (the sentencing unfair-425

ness defined in this paper). Then, we compare the426

model-estimated ATE with the ground-truth ATE427

(0.956) to get the estimation error.428

Models. We employ CNN (Kim, 2014) and429

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as the encoder for430

CaLF’s propensity score estimation.431

Dataset. We use LegalTrEE in this part of the432

experiment. We employ 3-fold cross-validation433

and randomly divide the train and test set by 2 : 1.434

Baselines. We compare our CaLF with several rep-435

resentative baselines. We test traditional element-436

oriented methods as baselines, where linear regres-437

sion is used for the prison term estimation, and lo-438

gistic regression is used for the propensity score es-439

timation (Yao et al., 2020). We also introduce two440

neural causal methods as baselines: (1) Regression441

only (Regr.) (Keith et al., 2020), the method that442

only uses regression to predict factual and counter-443

factual prison terms and simply subtracts them to444

obtain ATE. (2) Targeted maximum likelihood esti-445

mator (TMLE) (Van Der Laan and Rubin, 2006), a446

doubly robust method that models both propensity447

score and outcome prediction to get better and more448

robust estimation performance. More specifically,449

TMLE subtracts the estimated prison term to get450

ATE like regression only but further uses propen-451

sity score and well-designed methods to adjust the452

regression-predicted prison term.453

Please refer to Appendix C for more settings.454

5.2 Experimental Results455

The results are shown in Table 3. From the results,456

we can observe that CaLF with CNN and calibra-457

tion can outperform other text-oriented methods,458

and the average analysis error is less than 10 days.459

avg|δ| std (δ)
Method avg ATE

(δ = ATE− GT)

Ground Truth (GT) 0.956 0 N/A

Element
-Oriented
Baseline

Regr. 0.897 0.059 0.124
TMLE 0.904 0.052 0.241
IPW 0.991 0.035 0.140

Neural
Baseline

Regr. + CNN -0.026 ±0.091 0.982 0.208
Regr. + BERT 3.836±0.188 2.880 0.277
TMLE + CNN 1.724 ± 0.050 0.768 0.243
TMLE + BERT 2.574±0.299 1.618 0.670

CaLF

IPW + BERT 1.499 ± 0.347 0.543 0.973
IPW + BERT w/ Calib. 1.398 ± 0.365 0.442 1.029

IPW + CNN 1.448 ± 0.095 0.492 0.283
IPW + CNN w/ Calib. 1.170 ± 0.163 0.214 0.508

Table 3: Experimental results for CaLF and baseline
methods on LegalTrEE (unit: month). We employ 3-
fold cross-validation and report the average ATE, aver-
age error, and errors’ standard deviation. We repeat
each experiment 10 times and report the 95% confi-
dence interval of the results as µ ± 1.96 σ√

10
, where(

µ, σ2
)

are the mean and variance of the results.

Besides, we have the following observations 460

about the experimental results. 461

(1) The calibration method improves the per- 462

formance. Whether for CNN or BERT, the cali- 463

bration (temperature scaling) can improve the ATE 464

prediction performance by adjusting the propen- 465

sity scores. We also compare the performance of 466

several calibration approaches and conduct error 467

analysis in Appendix D. 468

(2) Both two neural baselines have worse per- 469

formance than CaLF. This problem is likely to 470

be caused by the unsatisfied performance of the 471

prison term prediction model (Zhong et al., 2020b; 472

Chen et al., 2019), which brings bias to the results. 473

Therefore, these baselines that need prison term 474

prediction is not suitable for our work. 475

(3) The performance of BERT-based meth- 476

ods is worse than CNN-based methods. From 477

the observation, we find that BERT suffers from 478

the overfitting problem and usually captures subtle 479

features that are irrelevant to the judgment. Thus, 480

BERT can predict treatment labels accurately but 481

fails to accurately estimate the propensity scores. 482

(4) Element-oriented regression achieve the 483

best performance among all methods, even bet- 484

ter than CaLF with CNN and calibration. Since 485

element-oriented approaches introduce legal knowl- 486

edge to the problem and simplify cases to a few ele- 487

ments, they can perform well on the regression task 488

of prison term prediction. However, these methods 489

are not comparable to text-oriented methods, which 490

can be easily applied to the analysis of large-scale 491

textual legal documents. In contrast, if we want 492

to use element-oriented methods for such analy- 493
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Factor Specifically According to T = 1 T = 0

Gender Gender assignment Male Female
Age Age at court session ≤ 28 > 28
Region (South or North) Qinling-Huaihe Line South North
Region (GDP) Ranking of GDP per capita Top 10 Bottom 10
Region (Crime Rate) Ranking of crime rate Top 5 Bottom 5

Table 4: The descriptions of the factors.

Charge
Average Treatment Effect (ATE)

Age Gender Region Split by
S or N GDP CR

Overall -0.8±0.4 0.9±0.7 1.8±0.9 0.6±0.6 4.4±0.8

Drug Trafficking -9.6±2.9 0.4±1.1 9.6±3.2 -7.0±4.2 3.7±2.5
Theft -0.8±0.5 0.8±0.8 3.2±0.6 2.3±0.6 6.5±1.0

Intentional Injury -0.6±0.6 -0.4±0.4 -2.8±2.1 3.6±1.5 4.4±2.5
Traffic Offence 0.2±0.6 0.9±0.7 -1.7±1.6 0.4±0.8 -1.3±1.2

Providing Venues for Drug Users 0.1±0.1 0.6±0.2 -1.4±0.2 2.3±0.5 1.2±0.5

Table 5: The experimental results of the average treatment effect (ATE) (unit: month). For example, in theft cases,
the youth (age ≤ 28) expect to be sentenced to 0.8 ± 0.5 months shorter than others (age > 28) given the same
criminal background. The results show that there is little judicial unfairness in China generally. The results which
are considered unfair (with absolute values over 3 months) are denoted with underlines.

sis, the high-cost manual annotation is necessary,494

which makes the task highly unacceptable.495

6 Analyses on Massive Real-World Data496

In this part, we conduct experiments on CAIL2018497

and attempt to measure the sentencing unfairness498

of the criminals in China. We take gender, age,499

and region as treatments to measure the sentencing500

unfairness. Besides, we select 5 typical charges to501

further evaluate the unfairness of specific crimes.502

Notably, we conducted the analyses strictly fol-503

lowing the guidance of legal experts to ensure the504

reasonableness and reliability of the results.505

6.1 Experimental Settings506

In this section, we first take the textual case de-507

scription as X , the prison term as Y , and different508

factors as T to evaluate the ATE. Then, we conduct509

analyses based on our experimental results.510

Treatments. As Table 4 shows, we select gender,511

age, and region as treatments (factors) for experi-512

ments and analyses. Gender is defined biologically513

as male or female. Age is divided as ≤ 28 or > 28514

because the age of 28 is considered as the standard515

of whether a citizen is mature enough to take the re-516

sponsibilities (Zhou, 2018). Region is used to test517

if the human geographical environment, regional518

economic status, and crime rate will affect the judg-519

ment results. In this paper, regions are divided by520

the provincial administrative units of China.521

Model. We use CaLF with CNN and calibration522

(temperature scaling) here for analysis, because it523

outperforms other models in Section 5. 524

Dataset. CAIL2018 is used in this part, and we 525

totally introduce about 3× 105 cases for the large- 526

scale analysis. For each experiment, we randomly 527

divide the train and test set by 2 : 1. The dataset 528

statistics can be found in Appendix B. 529

6.2 Experimental Results and Analyses 530

Table 5 shows the experimental results of the un- 531

fairness (ATE) measured by CaLF based on our 532

settings and within our dataset. Intuitively, the 533

measured results represent that in our experimental 534

dataset, how much more the treatment group will 535

be sentenced than the control group on average. For 536

example, gender only causes 0.9 months’ sentenc- 537

ing bias (favoring women) for all criminals, and for 538

drug trafficking cases, the number decreases to 0.4. 539

We can find that the measured ATE value varies 540

from different scenarios. According to legal ex- 541

perts, 3 months is generally the minimum unit of 542

sentencing in the Chinese legal system, so we take 543

it as our threshold of unfairness. In this way, 70% 544

scenarios in our experiment can be identified as 545

fair, while there are also 30% of bias results. For 546

example, age plays a significant role in drug traf- 547

ficking cases according to our model. Besides, the 548

bias we detected is concentrated in cases of spe- 549

cific charges, and the overall fairness is acceptable, 550

except the perspective of regional crime rates. 551

From the results, we have the following observa- 552

tions with jurisprudential supports. 553

(1) The youth are favored. For either overall or 554
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specific charges, young are often sentenced shorter555

according to the experimental results. As men-556

tioned above, the age of 28 is thought as the stan-557

dard of whether a citizen is mature (Zhou, 2018).558

Further, those not older than 28 include a large559

group of students. Therefore, the observation that560

youth are often favored can be explained that judges561

tend to give more forgiveness and leniency to im-562

mature young people and students.563

(2) “Governing the country with severe law564

during trouble times”. Overall, criminals in ar-565

eas with high crime rates tend to be sentenced 4.4566

months longer than ones in areas with low crime567

rates, as is the situation for most charges. This568

traditional Chinese concept is recorded in the Rites569

of Zhou. In the modern Chinese legal system, it is570

also well documented. The thought of retribution571

sets the upper limit of a crime, while the aim of pre-572

vention might reduce the sentence (Zhang, 2011).573

In other words, it is necessary for judges to have574

discretion power for the purpose of prevention. In575

western criminal policy theory, the deterrence the-576

ory is a similar concept (Paternoster, 2010). The577

core idea of deterrence is that offenders may weigh578

the costs and benefits of crime, so when people feel579

that security is deteriorating, it is easy to think that580

“crime can be reduced by increasing penalties.”581

Besides, we can find that although there is582

no significant south-north or regional economical583

bias overall, some partial differences for specific584

charges seem to exist. Regional difference is a585

complex topic in China (Wu, 2001; Talhelm et al.,586

2014; Liu et al., 2018), and the regional judgment587

bias may be caused by complex factors, e.g., the588

cultures and customs, the development. Therefore,589

we think it is a topic worthy of in-depth study and590

analysis. There are also some other interesting591

experimental observations that we cannot explain592

right now. For example, the measured unfairness of593

drug trafficking cases is significant from most per-594

spectives. Since we do find sufficient jurispruden-595

tial support for them, we cannot arbitrarily come596

to any conclusions based on these observations, so597

we will leave these as our future work, and also to598

the legal community.599

6.3 Discussion600

Since legal fairness is a principled and serious topic,601

it is necessary to further discuss the potential risks602

of our approach. Here we list several important603

issues which may lead to biased results.604

(1) Data collection. We collect our dataset from 605

the cases published by the Chinese government. 606

Due to confidentiality, there are still some non- 607

public cases, which means that there may be a dis- 608

tribution difference between the collected data and 609

the real-world data. If such differences exist, the re- 610

sults will be unreal. (2) The subjectivity in legal 611

documents. Legal practitioners strive to follow the 612

guidelines of objectivity and comprehensiveness in 613

the process of writing legal documents. However, 614

there are no golden rules for writing legal docu- 615

ments and it is difficult to achieve absolutely ob- 616

jective. The inevitable subjectivity in the legal doc- 617

uments may introduce bias to the result. (3) The 618

two assumptions. As mentioned in Section 3, IPW 619

is based on the unconfoundedness and overlap as- 620

sumption. If relevant criminal information is miss- 621

ing (unconfoundedness violated) or the case distri- 622

bution of the two groups does not overlap (overlap 623

violated), then the IPW-measured ATE will be in- 624

fluenced. (4) Limitations of models. Regardless 625

of the model employed, there are inevitably pre- 626

diction errors, leading to biased propensity scores 627

and thus affect measured ATE. In this paper, we 628

employ calibration to ensure the model accuracy to 629

the utmost extent (detailed analysis can be found in 630

Appendix D.3). We also encourage the community 631

to improve the model performance in future works. 632

7 Conclusion and Future Work 633

In this paper, we formalize legal fairness analysis 634

as the treatment effect estimation task and propose 635

CaLF, a Causal-based Legal Fairness Measuring 636

Framework. We build the first legal treatment effect 637

estimation dataset LegalTrEE to verify the effec- 638

tiveness of CaLF. Then we conduct large-scale ex- 639

periments on CAIL2018 to analyze the sentencing 640

unfairness of the criminals in China. 641

We will explore the following directions in the 642

future: (1) We will combine legal knowledge to 643

carry out more in-depth analysis and give compre- 644

hensive explanations of more experimental observa- 645

tions. (2) Since the legal systems of different coun- 646

tries are very different, we will attempt to conduct 647

legal fairness analysis for other countries. Given 648

sufficient open data, such analysis and comparison 649

will be interesting, as well as of great importance. 650

We hope with the development of legal fairness 651

analysis, legal judgments around the world can 652

become more transparent and fair, and equality 653

before the law can be truly achieved. 654
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Ethical Considerations655

In this paper, we aim to leverage AI technology656

for legal fairness analysis. The goal of this work657

is to give a macro perspective for the legal domain658

and legal experts, thus promote equality and non-659

discrimination around the world. We do NOT aim660

to praise or criticize any country’s legal system or661

for any political purpose.662

Since this work is concerned with an NLP appli-663

cation in the legal domain, it is necessary to discuss664

several potential ethical issues here.665

Intended Use666

Usage. CaLF mainly focuses on utilizing large-667

scale legal documents to analyze legal fairness. We668

hope that modern NLP and Legal AI techniques can669

help quantify and promote legal fairness in the real670

world. Notably, this does not mean that we are chal-671

lenging the authority or the standing of traditional672

jurisprudence. The goal of legal intelligence is to673

use AI technology to help legal tasks and provide674

various supports to judicial practitioners, instead of675

replacing them or competing with them. As such,676

we argue that CaLF can and can only assist judicial677

practitioners or legal experts in their works.678

Failure Mode. There are inevitably prediction679

errors in CaLF. Therefore, as mentioned above,680

CaLF’s result can only be used as a reference or681

a corroboration instead of the main evidence for682

any conclusions. In this way, the results of CaLF683

can also be validated by jurisprudence, and the684

potential impact of errors can be well limited.685

Misuse Potential. We demand that anyone cannot686

make conclusions about any country’s legal system687

only based on CaLF. Without jurisprudential evi-688

dence or professional research, such conclusions689

are undoubtedly arbitrary, and this kind of misuse690

seriously violates our motivation as well as the691

principle of legal intelligence.692

Scope of Our Analysis693

In this paper, we focus on the sentencing process of694

the trial stage for fairness analysis, only for those695

who are convicted. Besides the sentencing process696

and the trial stage, there can be unfairness in many697

other parts of the legal system, such as the filing698

stage and the prosecution stage. Due to the data699

limitation, we leave these for our future work, and700

we greatly hope to construct a more comprehen-701

sive dataset to improve related works and further702

promote the transparency of the legal system.703

This is also a special reminder of the limitations 704

of our analysis and experimental results. Our re- 705

sults are not representative of the global legal sys- 706

tem. Everyone should notice the serious risks (es- 707

pecially political risk) of misinterpreting our results 708

or misusing our analysis. 709

Manual Annotation 710

In this paper, we construct a dataset LegalTrEE via 711

manual annotation. During the annotation stage, 712

we first annotate some cases on our own to ap- 713

proximate the workload, and then we determine 714

annotators’ wages based on local standards. 715

Data Privacy and Anonymization 716

All the legal documents we used in our work are 717

published by the Supreme People’s Court of China, 718

and the participant names are anonymized. 719
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A LegalTrEE: Legal Treatment Effect 925

Estimation Dataset 926

In this part, we describe the details of our new 927

dataset, the Legal Treatment Effect Estimation 928

Dataset, LegalTrEE. 929

A.1 Elements Description 930

For each case, we represent it as an element vector, 931

X ∈ R16. In other words, there are 16 elements 932

related to the theft cases’ sentencing, according to 933

the Chinese Criminal Law, and “The interpretation 934

of several issues on the application of the law in 935

handling criminal cases of theft”2 published by 936

the Chinese Supreme People’s Court and Chinese 937

Supreme People’s Procuratorate. Here we describe 938

these elements in turn. 939

Amount of theft: x1 ∈ R. The amount of stolen 940

money or properties. The core element for theft 941

cases’ sentencing. For the stolen objects, the value 942

is based on the valuation in the legal instrument. 943

Ratio of refund: x2 ∈ [0, 1]. If a person commits 944

theft, he/she may be mitigated if he/she returns the 945

stolen goods or makes restitution. We define x2 946

to represent the restitution as a percentage of the 947

amount of theft. 948

Level of theft amount: x3 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. The 949

level of theft amount is divided into relatively large, 950

huge, and especially huge. The standards of these 951

levels vary slightly from region to region. For this 952

dataset, we select cases from several specific re- 953

gions, so that the standards for relatively large, 954

huge, and especially huge are 2, 000, 60, 000, and 955

400, 000 yuan, respectively. Here we use x3 = 1 to 956

represent the amount is relatively large, use x3 = 2 957

to represent the amount is huge, use x3 = 3 to 958

represent the amount is especially huge, and use 959

2http://www.court.gov.cn/
shenpan-xiangqing-6622.html
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x3 = 0 to represent the amount does not reach a960

relatively large amount.961

Burglary: x4 ∈ {0, 1}. The element is used to962

represent whether the criminal intrudes into another963

person’s residence to steal.964

Multiple thefts: x5 ∈ {0, 1}. The element is used965

to represent committed thefts more than three times966

within two years.967

With a murder weapon: x6 ∈ {0, 1}. The968

element is used to represent whether theft with969

firearms, explosives, control knives, other instru-970

ments prohibited by the government, or other in-971

struments sufficient to endanger others’ safety.972

Pickpocketing: x7 ∈ {0, 1}. The element is used973

to represent theft of property carried by others in974

public places or public transport.975

Minors: x8 ∈ {0, 1}. Minors under the age of 18976

are persons of limited criminal responsibility and977

shall be punished less severely.978

75 years old or older: x9 ∈ {0, 1}. A person over979

the age of 75 is of limited criminal responsibility980

and shall be punished less severely.981

Psychosis: x10 ∈ {0, 1}. Psychosis who have982

not yet completely lost the ability to recognize or983

control can be punished less severely.984

Voluntary surrender: x11 ∈ {0, 1}. (Article 67985

of the Chinese Criminal Law) Voluntary surrender986

refers to the act of voluntarily delivering oneself up987

to justice and truthfully confessing one’s crime af-988

ter one has committed the crime. Any criminal who989

voluntarily surrenders may be given a mitigated990

punishment. The ones whose crimes are relatively991

minor may be exempted from punishment.992

Recidivism: x12 ∈ {0, 1}. (Article 65 of the Chi-993

nese Criminal Law) If a criminal commits another994

crime punishable by fixed-term imprisonment or995

heavier penalty within five years after serving his996

sentence of not less than fixed-term imprisonment997

or receiving a pardon, he is a recidivist and shall998

be given a heavier punishment.999

Criminal attempt: x13 ∈ {0, 1}. (Article 23 of1000

the Chinese Criminal Law) A criminal attempt1001

refers to a case where an offender has already1002

started to commit a crime but is prevented from1003

completing it for reasons independent of his will.1004

An offender who attempts to commit a crime may,1005

in comparison with one who completes the crime,1006

be given a lighter or mitigated punishment.1007

Forgiven: x14 ∈ {0, 1}. For those obtain forgive-1008

ness from the victim, the punishment can be re-1009

duced.1010

Other aggravating circumstances: x15 ∈ {0, 1}. 1011

The element is used to represent whether there are 1012

other aggravating circumstances. 1013

Other mitigating circumstances: x16 ∈ {0, 1}. 1014

The element is used to represent whether there are 1015

other mitigating circumstances. 1016

For those binary elements that take a value in 1017

{0, 1}, we have 1 means yes, and 0 means no. For 1018

x15 and x16, the description in the judgment docu- 1019

ment prevails. 1020

A.2 Inter-annotator Agreement 1021

The Krippendorff’s alpha of the annotation is over 1022

0.94. 1023

A.3 Matching Algorithm 1024

We first define the matching score of cases and then 1025

find matched cases between the treated and control 1026

group according to the matching score. 1027

Definition of Matching Score 1028

For case cA =
(
xA, yA, tA

)
, and case cB = 1029(

xB, yB, tB = 1− tA
)
, we specify that they are 1030

matchable if and only if xA
i = xB

i , ∀i = 1031

4, 5, . . . , 16. Then, for the two matchable cases, 1032

we define the matching score of cB to cA as: 1033

matchcA (cB) =θ − α
|xA

1 − xB
1 |

max {xA
1 , δ}

− β|xA
2 − xB

2 |

− γ|xA
3 − xB

3 |.

(6) 1034

Here α, β, γ, δ, θ are parameters. 1035

The main idea of the matching score is based 1036

on the elemental trial, i.e., judgment should be 1037

only correlated with the legal element. Therefore, 1038

for those xi (i = 4, 5, . . . , 16) do not match, we 1039

consider that they are unmatchable; otherwise, we 1040

hope the other three elements, the amount of theft 1041

(x1), the ratio of refund (x2), and the level of theft 1042

amount (x3) to be as close as possible. 1043

Matching for Counterfactual Outcomes 1044

For each case c in the treated group, we will try 1045

to find a matched case cM in the control group. 1046

Vice versa, for each case c in the control group, we 1047

will try to find cM in the treated group. If we find 1048

such a well-matched case, we set the counterfactual 1049

outcome of case c as the factual outcome of case 1050

cM, i.e., we set Y c-factual (c) = Y (cM). 1051

Specifically, for case c, we first get the maximum 1052

matching score that other cases can achieve with it: 1053
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1054
mc = max

cm∈Cmatchable
matchc (cm) . (7)1055

As a particular case, for those where no matchable1056

cases can be found, and for those where mc < 0,1057

we simply remove them from the dataset. Then, we1058

construct the candidate set containing cases with a1059

similar matching score:1060

Ccandidate = {cm|matchc (cm) + ε ≥ mc} . (8)1061

Here ε is another parameter for the algorithm. Fi-1062

nally, we randomly select a case in the candidate1063

set with equal probability as the matching case for1064

c. Since the cases in the candidate set are all simi-1065

lar enough to the cases to be matched, the random1066

selection simulates the randomness of judges.1067

Parameter Values1068

For the matching algorithm, we have 6 parameters,1069

α, β, γ, δ, θ, and ε. The value of these parameters1070

for building LegalTrEE is shown in Table 6. All1071

the parameters are determined in strict compliance1072

with the legal experts.1073

α β γ δ θ ε
5.0 2.5 0.5 100 1.0 0.01

Table 6: Parameter values of matching in practice.

A.4 Evaluation of Matching1074

To verify the effectiveness of the matching scheme,1075

we randomly pick 32 matched case pairs (about 1%1076

of all) and invite legal professionals to check their1077

similarity. Specifically, we define four similarity1078

levels, and the legal professionals are required to1079

grade each pair of cases after careful discussion.1080

The description of the four levels and the feedback1081

from legal professionals are shown in Table 7.1082

From the result, we can find that the picked case1083

pairs are all at least similar, and most (81%) of1084

them are almost identical. This result demonstrates1085

that the element designing, the annotation, and the1086

matching scheme are all reliable to a great extent.1087

B Dataset Statistics for the Large-Scale1088

Analysis1089

Table 8 show the dataset size of the experiments in1090

Section 6. The data is randomly picked from the1091

CAIL2018 (Xiao et al., 2018) dataset. The number1092

in the table represents the amount of data for each1093

experiment, and the size of the treated (T = 1)1094

group and the control (T = 0) group is balanced1095

by undersampling.1096

Level Description #Case

1 Not similar at all. It is hard to find any
similarity between the two cases.

0

2 Not Similar. There are key differences
between the two cases. The sentences
should not be the same (or should be
discussed independently).

0

3 Similar. There are only differences in
the details between the two cases, and
these differences will have little impact
on sentencing.

19

4 Almost identical. It is hard to find any
differences between the two cases, even
in the details.

81

Total 100

Table 7: Legal professionals’ evaluation to the 100
matched case pairs.

C Experimental Settings 1097

In this section, we introduce the experimental set- 1098

tings that are omitted in the main text. 1099

C.1 Baselines and Models 1100

CNN (Kim, 2014): This work proposes Convolu- 1101

tional Neural Networks with multiple filter widths 1102

specifically for text classification. In this paper, 1103

we follow the architecture of Kim (2014) for our 1104

implementation. 1105

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019): BERT is the model 1106

formed by multiple bidirectional Transformer lay- 1107

ers. The parameters of BERT has been fully pre- 1108

trained on large-scale text corpora. In this paper, 1109

we employ the BERT-base pre-trained on Chinese 1110

corpora for experiments. 1111

C.2 Training Settings 1112

We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) to train CNN 1113

and use BertAdam (Devlin et al., 2019) to train 1114

BERT. We employ character-level embedding to 1115

train BERT and use external Chinese word vec- 1116

tors3 (Li et al., 2018) to train CNN. 1117

We train models with NVIDIA GTX 2080 Ti. 1118

For models with calibration module, we divide 1119

the train set by 1 : 1 for training the encoder and 1120

the calibration model, respectively. 1121

We repeat each experiment 10 times and ensure 1122

the results pass the normality test (Shapiro-Wilk 1123

test). Suppose
(
µ, σ2

)
are the mean and variance of 1124

the results, we report the 95% confidence interval 1125

of the results as µ± 1.96 σ√
10

. 1126

3https://github.com/Embedding/Chinese-Word-Vectors
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Charge Age Gender Region Split by
S or N GDP CR

Overall 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
Drug Trafficking 9,532 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

Theft 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
Intentional Injury 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
Traffic Offence 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

Providing Venues for Drug Users 6,220 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

Table 8: Dataset size of the experiments in Section 6

C.3 Hyper-Parameters of Neural models1127

The hyper-parameters of neural models are shown1128

in Table 9.1129

CNN BERT Calibration

Learning Rate 3× 10−4 10−6 10−3

Weight Decay 0 0 0
Max Sequence Length 512 512 N/A
Dropout 0.8 0.8 N/A
Hidden Layer Size 300 768 N/A
Epoch 12 8 8

Table 9: The hyper-parameters of neural models.

C.4 Result Selection1130

To further prevent models from overfitting, we take1131

the result of the epoch with the lowest loss on valid1132

set as the experimental result for each model.1133

D Calibration1134

D.1 Methodology of Temperature Scaling1135

The main idea of temperature scaling is to train1136

a single parameter τ > 0 to scale hidden layer1137

scores of the neural model. In this way, the scale1138

of estimated propensity scores can be calibrated.1139

Specifically, let h ∈ R2 represent the hidden1140

layer output:1141

h(x) = Linear
(
Encoder(x)

)
. (9)1142

Then, the unadjusted propensity score can be ob-1143

tained by a softmax layer:1144

eunadj (x) =
exp (h (x)1)

exp (h (x)0) + exp (h (x)1)
. (10)1145

In contrast, temperature scaling adjusts the propen-1146

sity score as:1147

eadj (x) =
exp

(
h(x)1
τ

)
exp

(
h(x)0
τ

)
+ exp

(
h(x)1
τ

) . (11)1148

We use the cross-entropy loss to optimize the1149

single parameter τ . It can be proved that, in ex-1150

pectation, the loss is minimized if and only if the1151

predicted propensity score infinitely approximates 1152

the true conditional probability (Friedman et al., 1153

2001). 1154

D.2 Experiments on LegalTrEE 1155

Besides temperature scaling, two calibration ap- 1156

proaches are selected for comparative experiments 1157

on LegalTrEE: (1) Histogram binning (Zadrozny 1158

and Elkan, 2001), a non-parametric calibration 1159

method. The main idea of histogram binning is 1160

to divide all uncalibrated predictions into differ- 1161

ent bins, and assign each bin a calibrated score to 1162

minimize the bin-wise squared loss. (2) Attended 1163

temperature scaling (Mozafari et al., 2018), a vari- 1164

ant of temperature scaling. Attended Temperature 1165

scaling uses ATS loss to improve the performance 1166

with fewer training samples. 1167

The same as in Section 5, we use different cal- 1168

ibration approaches to measure the average treat- 1169

ment effect (ATE) and check the difference be- 1170

tween the measured value and the ground truth. In 1171

addition, we evaluate the expected calibration error 1172

(ECE) (Naeini et al., 2015) of the propensity score. 1173

The definition of ECE is: 1174

ECE = E
x

[∣∣∣Pr (T = 1|X = x)− e (x)
∣∣∣]. (12) 1175

ECE is negatively correlated with the predicting 1176

precision of propensity scores. In other words, 1177

a low ECE can reflect high predicting precision 1178

of the propensity score, and vice versa. In this 1179

paper, we follow previous works (Guo et al., 2017) 1180

and approximate ECE by the binning approach. 1181

Specifically, M equally-spaced bins B1, . . . , BM 1182

are used. And the ECE is calculated as: 1183

ECE =

M∑
m=1

|Bm|
n

∣∣∣pos (Bm)− conf (Bm)
∣∣∣. (13) 1184

Here n denotes the number of samples, pos (Bm) 1185

denotes the rate of positive (treated) samples in 1186

Bm, and conf (Bm) denotes the average propensity 1187

score of samples in Bm. In this paper, we take 1188
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M = 10 for approximating ECE following (Guo1189

et al., 2017).1190

avg|δ| std (δ)
Method avg ATE

(δ = ATE− GT)
avg ECE

Ground Truth (GT) 0.956 0 N/A N/A

CNN

w/o Calib. 1.448 ± 0.095 0.492 0.283 0.069
HB 3.167 ± 0.624 2.211 2.462 0.098
TS 1.170 ± 0.163 0.214 0.508 0.044

ATS 1.195 ± 0.171 0.239 0.472 0.045

BERT

w/o Calib. 1.499 ± 0.347 0.543 0.973 0.069
HB 1.822 ± 0.253 0.866 0.480 0.051
TS 1.398 ± 0.365 0.442 1.029 0.059

ATS 1.398 ± 0.365 0.442 1.029 0.059

Table 10: Comparison between three calibration meth-
ods, histogram binning (HB), temperature scaling (TS),
and attended temperature scaling (ATS). Lower is bet-
ter for both avg|δ| and avg ECE. Temperature scaling
(TS) is the calibration approach we use in the main text.

The results are shown in Table 10. In addition to1191

the fact that CNN with temperature scaling outper-1192

forms other models, we also have several notewor-1193

thy observations: (1) The prediction error of ATE1194

is positively correlated with ECE in general. This1195

observation uncovers that well-performed calibra-1196

tion can lead to less prediction error of ATE as ex-1197

pected, and also reflects sideways that LegalTrEE1198

and our evaluation are reliable to a great extent.1199

(2) Attended temperature scaling can achieve al-1200

most identical performance as temperature scaling.1201

We argue that the main reason is these two meth-1202

ods are essentially the same except that they use1203

different loss functions. (3) The performance of1204

histogram binning is bad, even worse than models1205

without calibration. We argue that the main reason1206

is this non-parametric approach is too trivial for1207

our complicated task.1208

D.3 Experiments on CAIL20181209

To further enhance the persuasiveness and reliabil-1210

ity of the large-scale analysis (Section 6), we show1211

the ECE of the model predicted propensity scores1212

in Table 11.1213

As Table 11 showed, the ECEs of the models1214

in our large-scale analysis are low. Specifically,1215

the ECEs of these models are smaller than the best1216

model in the baseline experiment (0.044, shown1217

in Table 10). Since propensity score is the only1218

variable to be predicted in the IPW scheme, the1219

prediction accuracy of propensity score (ECE) can1220

greatly reflect the accuracy of IPW. Therefore, with1221

a very high probability, the accuracy of our large-1222

scale analysis is better than that of the baseline1223

experiment. 1224

E Charge Description 1225

In this section, we describe the criminal charges 1226

mentioned in this paper. All the descriptions refer 1227

to Chinese Criminal Law. 1228

Drug Trafficking: The act of knowingly smug- 1229

gling, trafficking, transporting, or manufacturing 1230

drugs. 1231

Theft: The act that, for the purpose of illegal 1232

possession, steals a relatively large amount of pub- 1233

lic or private property or commits theft repeatedly. 1234

Intentional Injury: The act that intentionally 1235

inflicts injury upon another person. 1236

Traffic Offence: The act violates regulations 1237

governing traffic and transportation and thereby 1238

causes a serious accident, resulting in serious in- 1239

juries or deaths or heavy losses of public or private 1240

property. 1241

Providing Venues for Drug Users: The act that 1242

provides shelter for another person to ingest or 1243

inject narcotic drugs. 1244

F Details of Example Case in 1245

Introduction 1246

Here we show the detailed description of the two 1247

real-world example cases in the introduction. Due 1248

to anonymity, some details (such as names, loca- 1249

tions, dates, etc.) have been manually omitted. 1250

Case A. In a karaoke room in Region A, when 1251

the defendant Alice was helping the victim Carol 1252

find a lost ring, she took it away in her purse when 1253

Carol was not paying attention. A few months 1254

later, the defendant Alice was found by Carol wear- 1255

ing her lost ring while she was playing with her 1256

cell phone in Carol’s store. The stolen ring was 1257

tested by a mineral testing center and found to be a 1258

diamond ring. The price certification center deter- 1259

mined that the stolen diamond ring’s retail market 1260

price was RMB 35, 000 on the day of the crime. 1261

After the crime, the relatives of the defendant Al- 1262

ice compensated Carol on her behalf, and Carol 1263

expressed her understanding to the defendant Alice. 1264

The defendant Alice confessed to the crime in a 1265

good manner. 1266

Case B. In Region B, defendant Bob stole his 1267

ex-girlfriend Daisy’s car parked on the north side 1268

of the neighborhood gate and sold the vehicle for 1269

RMB 20, 000, squandering the proceeds. The 1270

stolen vehicle was appraised to be worth RMB 1271
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Charge
Expected Calibration Error (ECE)

Age Gender Region Split by
S or N GDP CR

Overall 0.014 0.033 0.017 0.012 0.020

Drug Trafficking 0.031 0.019 0.016 0.014 0.012
Theft 0.026 0.032 0.019 0.030 0.028

Intentional Injury 0.016 0.024 0.028 0.022 0.017
Traffic Offence 0.020 0.017 0.010 0.018 0.011

Providing Venues for Drug Users 0.025 0.024 0.018 0.023 0.018

Table 11: The model ECE of experiments in Section 6. Lower is better.

35, 000. The stolen vehicle was extracted and re-1272

turned to the owner after the crime. The defendant1273

Bob confessed to the crime in a good manner.1274

G Explanation of Consistency1275

Prerequisite1276

In this paper, we only focus on Chinese criminal1277

cases for experiments and analyses. In China, the1278

criminal judgments should only be based on the1279

“Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China”,1280

which is nationally consistent. In other words, if1281

two criminals behaved the same, they should be1282

sentenced the same, even if they are from different1283

regions. Therefore, the principle of “each indi-1284

vidual should be equal” holds, and the model of1285

treatment effect estimation is applicable.1286
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